
GCSE Drama
COMPONENT 1 (40%)

You will work as a member of a group, either as a PERFORMER, or as a 
DESIGNER, to perform an ORIGINAL PIECE of devised theatre.

COMPONENT 2 (20%)

You will explore TWO extracts from a published play and perform them 
to an audience

COMPONENT 3 (40%).

This is a written examination that lasts for 1 Hour 45 mins and is in TWO 
SECTIONS. You will be asked to answer ONE QUESTION (in six parts) 
on an extract from a play. You will also answer TWO QUESTIONS 
about a play we will see during the course.
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4th November Theatre Trip

DNA – Park Vale Academy



curious incident bitesize - YouTube

10th February Theatre Trip

Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=curious+incident+bitesize


curious incident bitesize - YouTube

Supportive Resources

Characters: DNA by Dennis Kelly | 
English Literature – Making a Scene -
YouTube

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC 
BY.

This Photo by Unknown author is 
licensed under CC BY-NC-ND.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=curious+incident+bitesize
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuYIV8JJ0SA
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/youtube-logo-48e0a3c1c40a48c790dea5341d509f4e
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://rimasdecolores.blogspot.com.es/2014/04/aprende-ingles-con-la-bbc.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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